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ABSTRACT 

In 1969 curator Fernando Gamboa commissioned eleven abstract artists to paint a collective 

mural to be displayed in the Mexico Pavilion at the 1970 World’s Fair held at Osaka, Japan. He 

instructed the artists to paint large sized individual paintings on stretched canvases that when 

joined collectively would form a mural that measured 400 sq ft. The artists selected by Gamboa 

were working in a style that broke the conventions of traditional Mexican muralism. They were a 

generation of painters who abandoned the ideologies of José Vasconcelos and the conception 

that artists should be responsible for changing society. Instead they embraced the words of José 

Luis Cuevas and based their work on the individual’s subjectivity. The binary Gamboa raises by 

linking Mexican muralism and modern painting problematizes the conception of murals in 

Mexico. Traditional muralism focused on public spaces and state forums for social 

communication. In contrast, mural-sized stretched canvases, which hung on the walls of the 

pavilion intended to provoke an international audience, produced an alternative meaning of 

muralism and questioned what artistic attributes constituted a Mexican mural in the 1970s.  
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Introduction  

The legacy of the Mexican School would be viewed as a beautiful corpse rather 

than a practice continued by subsequent generations of artists. 

 -Bruce Campbell
i
  

 

 In 1969, curator Fernando Gamboa commissioned eleven artists to represent his country 

in the Mexico Pavilion at the 1970 World’s Fair in Osaka, Japan.
ii
 The invited artists were a 

group of young people working in a non-representational style. Among them were Fernando 

García Ponce, Manuel Felguérez, and Lilia Carrillo,
iii

 who worked under the theme of the fair, 

“The Benefits of Progress,” painting on mural-like sized stretched canvases. Gamboa 

commissioned the artists to create individual paintings that, when placed collectively, would take 

on a second role as a collective mural measuring about 400 sq. ft.
iv

 The paintings, never made 

the journey to Osaka. However, today they are on permanent display at the Museo de Arte 

Abstracto Manuel Felguérez in Zacatecas, Mexico.  

 This thesis will focus on the intentions of the artists, curator, and the efforts in preserving 

and historicizing Mexican muralism. The Osaka commission was chosen because it signified a 

shift in muralism. This artistic tradition directly affected young Mexican artists working in the 

1960s and ‘70s during a time of political and social revolution. José Luis Cuevas was the first 

artist to question the role of Mexican muralism in his publication, La Cortina de Nopal, from 

1958. I have included this publication to demonstrate the need for new traditions from a younger 

generation of artists who were ready to launch a discourse of individual artistic choices in a post-

muralist era.  

 The style of Mexican muralism can be traced to the book La Raza Cósmica, written by 

José Vasconcelos in 1925, in which he discusses his philosophies of mestizaje and indigenismo, 
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two stylistic components in Mexican muralism. In order to illustrate the style put forth by 

Vasconcelos, I provide a formal analysis of the murals Cortés y la Malinche (1926) by José 

Clemente Orozco, in addition to two murals by Diego Rivera: Mexico of Yesterday, Today and 

Tomorrow (1935), and Sueño de una Tarde Dominical en la Alameda Central (1947). The three 

murals include the principles of mestizaje, indigenismo, and imagery of indigenous peoples and 

workers. For the artists who painted these works, their interpretations of history fashioned an 

identity based on the government’s ideas of national identity that was encouraged by 

Vasconcelos’ aesthetic ideologies.  

 The second portion of this thesis analyzes Gamboa’s curatorial intentions for the Osaka 

commission. The binary Gamboa raises by linking Mexican muralism and modern painting 

problematizes the conception of murals in Mexico. Traditional muralism focused on public 

spaces and state forums for social communication. In contrast, mural-sized stretched canvases, 

which hung on the walls of the pavilion intended to provoke an international audience, produced 

an alternative meaning of muralism and questioned what artistic attributes constituted a Mexican 

mural in the 1970s.  
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Literature review 

 The articles discussed in this literature review provide the preliminary and historical 

context for the Mexico Pavilion commission at the 1970 Osaka World’s Fair. The commission 

included eleven artists who individually painted on mural-sized stretched canvas, working under 

the theme of the World’s Fair, “The Benefits of Progress.” The final project would join the 

paintings together and form a collective mural that would measure 400 square feet.
v
 The articles 

for this literature review demonstrate the lack of documented and written sources about the 

commission and the paintings’ placement in the history of modern Mexican painting.  

  “The Salón Independiente: A New Reading,” in La Era de la Discrepancia/ The Age of 

Discrepancies: Visual Culture in Mexico 1968-1997 by Pilar García de Germenos provides the 

framework for the artist collective, Salón Independiente, and their short but significant 

contribution to modern Mexican art. Through their three exhibitions, De Germenos, discusses the 

groups’ methodologies and the founders who participated in the Osaka commission. She 

highlights key philosophies within the group and artists who chose to abandon government 

funded exhibitions and artistic traditions found in Mexican muralism, which were used by the 

artists of the Osaka commission.  

 The essay “Los Murales de Osaka” by Luis-Martín Lozano is found inside the Museo de 

Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez catalog. The essay provides historical context of the Osaka 

commission and the current placement of the murals. The article is written in Spanish; however I 

have translated and reworded portions of the essay for the purpose of this review. The author’s 

focus is primarily on the commission and the need for further research and scholarship, 

particularly the artist’s intent.  
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 “Los Murales de Osaka: Entre Ruptura e Integración,” by Gloria Hernández Jiménez is 

the most concise article being addressed. The article is also written in Spanish with portions of 

the essay translated by me. For the purpose of this thesis, the article serves as a guide on 

fundamental information regarding the commission and the artists. The literature review that 

follows demonstrates the complexity of style and the presence of such paintings at the 1970 

World’s Fair.  

 The article by Pilar García de Germenos is the first to refer to the Osaka paintings as 

murals. De Germenos provides a breakdown of events and essential figures from the Salón 

Independiente, a collective of artists active in Mexico City during the late 1960s. According to 

De Germenos, the founding artists of the Salón Independiente came together in 1968 because 

they opposed “Exposición Solar,” an art exhibition sponsored by the Instituto Nacional de Bellas 

Artes (INBA). At the time, the leading artists in Mexico included José Luis Cuevas and 

Francisco Corzas who, along with other artists, published an open letter in a leading newspaper, 

which asked for submission guideline changes.  INBA agreed to the changes, however, only one 

of the dozen artists who had signed the letter participated in “Exposición Solar.” These actions 

would mark the start of questioning the official art institute of the 1960s.  

 Other artists who participated in the open letter included the painters Francisco Icaza and 

Brian Nissen, who, according to De Germenos, understood the importance of showing art during 

Mexico’s Olympic year (1968).
vi

 However, Icaza and Nissen put together a separate show 

outside of any art institution, which resulted in the founding of Salón Independiente. Their 

artistic attitude was “absolute freedom in technique and forms of expression,”
vii

 a principle 

which would continue well into the style of paintings for the Osaka commission.  
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 The first Salón Independiente exhibit consisted of forty-five artists, and took place on 

October 15, 1968, two weeks after the student massacre in Tlatelolco, where a group of students 

protesting in Plaza de las Tres Culturas were shot at from the surrounding apartments. The group 

included three declarations on opening night, two of which (number one and three) particularly 

resonate with the Osaka paintings: Number one: “Through freedom of expression, it is our 

purpose […] to conduct a continuous search for new forms that relate art to a society in 

evolution, opposing outdated criteria that restrict the development of aesthetic creation.” 
viii

 This 

declaration demonstrates the spirit in which the artist collective worked and carried out in the 

Osaka commission. Declaration number three: “This salon is international, because of the 

different nationalities of its founding members, and also because it seeks to promote interchange 

and collaboration with artists from other countries.”
ix

 The participating artists in the Osaka 

project were of Mexican descent, with the exception of Roger von Gunten, Vlady, and Nissen, 

who were of European descent. Furthermore, the Osaka paintings demonstrated the influence of 

international styles, specifically American Abstract Expressionism and European Avant-garde. 

  The inclusion of international artists into the Salón Independiente is important because it 

went against the exclusion of internationalism, which was promoted at the state funded 

exhibition, “Exposición Solar.” The group received praise for their ability to unite “different 

aesthetic trends” into one show while keeping individual style present in the artists’ work. De 

Germenos suggests this is pioneering because it went against the “authoritative atmosphere” of 

the day.  

 The second exhibition would see the departure of several members, including Felguérez, 

Icaza, and Lilia Carrillo, though they would meet again during the Osaka commission. In 

addition to the exhibition, a panel discussion entitled “The Function of the MAM,” also took 
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place. Six papers were presented. Among the presenters were Fernando Gamboa and Vlady, both 

participants in the Osaka commission, with the former serving as the curator. The third and final 

exhibit ran from December 3, 1970 - February 1971, and was organized by Nissen, and Gilberto 

Aceves Navarro who also participated in the Mexico Pavilion. According to De Germenos, the 

collective work process for the Osaka commission inspired the “structure” of the third Salón. 

Particularly influential are how the artists experimented with an alternative definition of 

muralism by forming one collective mural from twelve varied paintings, which encouraged the 

Salón artists to work collaboratively and to produce creative and experimental work. After this 

final exhibition, Aceves Navarro, Carrillo, Felguérez, García Ponce, Nissen, Von Gunten, and 

Cuevas would resign from the Salón Independente in an open letter. 

 For the purpose of this thesis, “The Salón Independiente: A New Reading,” by De 

Germenos demonstrates the manner in which the members remained innovative, challenged 

methodologies and techniques in order to avoid participation in state funded exhibitions. Nine of 

the eleven artists who participated at the Osaka World’s Fair had been members of the Salón 

Independente, and that influence is seen within the Osaka commission.  

 “Los murales de Osaka” from the Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez catalog by 

Luis-Martín Lozano, outlines the progress of the Osaka murals and their current location. Today 

the twelve paintings are in the Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez located in Zacatecas, 

Mexico. In addition to these paintings, the museum also carries an extensive body of work by 

Felguérez, spanning the artist’s entire career. According to Lozano, the museum is critical in 

understanding the significance of abstract art in Mexico, as the museum presents an alternative 

idea of abstract art as one dominated by unrecognizable figures.   
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  Lozano suggests that current events such as Japan’s role as an eager country ready to 

demonstrate its industrial and technological progress since WWII, and the student massacre that 

occurred ten days before the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City, influenced the commission and 

paintings. In particular, the need for young artists to demonstrate their distaste for what had 

happened to the student protesters. Mexico, however, was unable to keep up technologically and 

was faced with defending doubts of a so-called peace post-revolution after the student massacre 

that had exposed the world to an unstable country.  

 According to Lozano, after the 1970 World’s Fair, the paintings were scattered 

throughout art museums in Mexico. Sin Título, by García Ponce, was seen by the author at the 

Museo de Arte Contemporáneo in Mérida, Yucatán, Francisco Icaza’s, Computadoras 

Represivas was located in Ciudad Juárez, La Tecnología Deshumanizada Victima by Manuel 

Felguérez was located at Museo de Monterrey, and Gilberto Aceves Navarro’s Biafra was found 

in Aguascalientes, the remaining eight paintings were rolled up in storage for 30 years.  

 Lozano suggests that by simply dismissing the paintings as abstract in style dismisses 

their narrative context in modern Mexican art history. He also argues the importance of these 

twelve paintings from the point of a particular moment in Mexico’s art history, and during an 

intense political time. Lozano contextualizes muralism under President Miguel Alemán (1946-

1952), in order to demonstrate the role Mexican muralism had as the official art of Mexico and 

why it drove young artists to reject it. Young artists, in particular José Luis Cuevas and Manuel 

Felguérez, opposed the use of muralism for propagandistic needs. Instead, they looked to 

predecessors like Rufino Tamayo and Gunther Gezso who moved towards a dominated anti-

political art for one driven by a universal dialogue. Gamboa, in fact, had previously attempted to 

include mural sized paintings by Tamayo at the 1967 World’s Fair held in Montreal, Quebec. 
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 The article also discusses the paintings’ opposition to the figural style of Mexican 

muralism. According to Lozano, the inclusion of abstract art in the Mexico Pavilion was a means 

to include and introduce art with an interest in other countries on Mexico’s part. For the artists, 

however, participating was a way to socially comment on the 1968 student massacre. This 

tragedy forced Mexico to rethink the manner in which they sought to reach younger artistic 

communities. One way was to exclude official Mexican art with folkloric content from the 

pavilion. Instead, artists who were on the cutting edge of artistic innovation and part of 

intellectual circles were selected to appeal to an international audience. Choosing to replace 

“official art” with younger artists demonstrated that younger generations of artists were being 

taken seriously. According to Von Gunten, one of the eleven Osaka artists, “what united us, what 

consolidated us as a group was and is what had been done in 1968.” 
x
  

 Lozano recognizes that the paintings are not discussed outside the scope of the 1970 

World’s Fair. He suggests rather, that investigation of the artists’ intent and formal analysis of 

each painting has been essentially dismissed. Due to these dismissals suggested by Lozano, I 

have provided a formal analysis of each painting, addressing the painterly features that link the 

paintings to each other, which demonstrates the deliberate artistic choices as well as the artists’ 

mindful and intentional decisions to paint a collective mural.  

 The article, “Los Murales de Osaka: Entre Ruptura e Integración,” by Gloria Hernández 

Jiménez, provides logistics of the Osaka commission that are not found elsewhere. Her research 

demonstrates the complexity of the commission, both from a political stance, and an art historical 

one. According to Jiménez, the theme of the 1970 Osaka World’s Fair, “The Benefits of 

Progress,” was inspired by three components; the first was the violent challenges Asia had faced 

in the Vietnam War and the tensions between China and Taiwan. The second was that the Osaka 
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Fair was the first fair held in Asia after numerous attempts at hosting the event, and the third was 

the additional financial and technological growth that made Japan determined to make the fair a 

success.  

 The Mexico Pavilion was commissioned under the Mexican government to architect 

Agustín Hernández and curator Fernando Gamboa. Jiménez discusses the important role Gamboa 

had in the Osaka project and other previous pavilions, which gave him the reputation as one of 

Mexico’s finest curators. The idea for the Mexico Pavilion was to integrate architecture and 

painting. According to the essay, the idea came from the Maya archeological site of Bonampak.
xi

 

Inside the ruin, three rooms depicting the Maya engaging in life of the court are painted from 

floor to ceiling. Gamboa and Hernández wanted to place the Osaka murals inside the pavilion in 

a similar manner like the ancient site [Figure 1]. According to Jiménez, this artistic decision on 

Gamboa’s part was a way to integrate Mexican mural painting into the pavilion.  

 Also addressed in the article is the misconception of calling the eleven artists as part of 

the collective, “The Rupture.” The name’s provenance comes from its founding member, José 

Luis Cuevas, who invented the name for a group of artists that questioned and rejected the need 

to keep Mexican painting tied to the principles of muralism and the ideologies of José 

Vasconcelos. According to Jiménez, labeling the eleven artists as all being part of “The Rupture” 

is incorrect because they came from various generations and styles. Two examples support her 

argument: The first is the artist Vlady, the group’s oldest member, who was working in a style of 

his own for twenty years before joining the Osaka commission. The second is the participation of 

Fernando García Ponce and Lilia Carrillo, both members of the Salón Independiente and the 

Osaka commission, who participated in “Salón Esso” in 1965, and took first and second prizes 

for their abstract style paintings both exceptionally different in appearance.
xii

 The Osaka 
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commission gave the artists permission to paint in any style. Ten of the eleven artists used 

acrylic on canvas, and Vlady chose to paint with oil on canvas. The artists were given three 

weeks to complete their work and each was paid 15 million pesos.
xiii

 They worked together in a 

warehouse in Mexico City provided by the García Ponce family. Inside the warehouse space, the 

paintings were displayed how they would hang inside the Mexico Pavilion.  

 The paintings, according to the article, made the trip to Osaka with the exception of 

Vlady’s work—which due to his choice in medium did not dry in time to meet the travel 

deadline. However, they were never exhibited on the walls of the Mexico Pavilion due to their 

dimensions that restricted them from fitting inside the pavilion. The article does not provide 

further information as to what Gamboa did with the space inside the pavilion. Additionally, none 

of the eleven painters accompanied their work to Japan for the opening of the pavilion, and no 

documentation was recorded from the artists regarding the final presentation of their paintings. 

Furthermore, Gamboa did not invest the money or time to photograph the inside of the pavilion, 

leaving scholars with a myriad of questions. His actions make it difficult to verify whether or not 

the paintings made it to Osaka, particularly due to a lack of photographic and written 

documentation.  

 According to Jiménez, another possible reason why the paintings did not make it into the 

pavilion is that the final works demonstrated upheaval in politics and government. In fact, the 

titles of the paintings all address social problems of the time. According to participants, Aceves 

Navarro, Von Gunten, Felguérez and Coen, “cada quien hizo lo que le dio la gana,” everyone did 

what they wanted which they believed undermined the overall commission and resulted in 

failure.   
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 Lastly, the article discusses the manner in which the paintings are currently displayed 

inside the Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez. Today, the paintings hang in a spacious 

room with two dividers [Figure 2], and cause the overall collective mural effect to be lost on the 

viewer. Jiménez includes a schematic [Figure 3], showing how the artists worked inside the 

mockup studio space, which was also the final layout inside the pavilion. The floor to ceiling 

effect Gamboa was after is lost in the open space, and corners from several of the paintings have 

also been lost, perhaps as a means to fit them inside the pavilion.  
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Two essays on Mexican muralism: Vasconcelos and Cuevas   

In the twentieth century there were two essays of importance on Mexican muralism: La 

Raza Cósmica (1925) by José Vasconcelos and La Cortina de Nopal (1958) by José Luis 

Cuevas. Vasconcelos and Cuevas had opposing artistic ideologies; but their essays, during their 

respected time, directed the artists’ intent and stylistic methods. Vasconcelos believed Latin 

Americans, in particular the mestizo, would be the guiding force for saving humankind. He 

argued that the combined blood of Indians and Europeans in the mestizo made them a superior 

race; adding, a time will come when the blood of all human races would be mixed, thus resulting 

in a cosmic race. This new race was meant to resonate with the mestizo peoples and celebrate 

their virtues. The accountability given to the mestizo was intended to elevate citizens in a post-

Revolution Mexico. Over the next three decades, artists began to paint through the lens of 

mestizaje bringing attention to national diversity and cultural aesthetics. The visual narratives 

reconstructed public art and raised the mural’s prestige in Mexico and worldwide.
xiv

 A debriefing 

of La Raza Cósmica, in addition to three murals painted between 1926 and 1947, are included as 

a means to understand the guiding force in the appearance and ideology behind Mexican 

muralism during the first half of the twentieth century. 

 By the 1950s, Mexican muralism distanced itself from the identity of the 1920s and 

1930s. In Cuevas’ essay, a fictional character named Juan questions why mestizaje and 

nationalistic themes continued to dominate muralism. Juan sought to find his own artistic voice 

but was met with resistance from teachers, peers and his family when he expressed interest in 

international trends, like Abstract Expressionism and the Avant-Garde. The essay served as a 

manifesto for a generation of younger artists, including the members of the Osaka commission 

who had worked with Cuevas in the Salón Independiente. Like Juan, these artists were eager to 
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abandon the idea that art should be responsible for changing society for the individual’s 

subjectivity. The essays are a pivotal part of this thesis because of the influence each had on the 

appearance of muralism and how they activated the artist within society.  

 Vasconcelos was active during the Mexican Revolution, even from its earliest days. 

Hired by President Álvaro Obregón (1920-1924), Vasconcelos held the position of Administrator 

of Education from 1921-1924. Under his ministry, the department of Public Education oversaw 

the commission of sponsored artists such as Diego Rivera, David Alfaro Siqueiros, and José 

Clemente Orozco to decorate the walls of secular buildings with narratives of Pre-Hispanic 

history, the Conquest, and current affairs. He served as the promoter of reinserting national 

identity back into the country. 

 According to Vasconcelos, the need for Western civilization, in particular the White 

civilization, to re-civilize and re-populate other civilizations brought into the panorama four 

races: Black, Indian, Mongol, and White. Although the White race believed they were destined 

to rule, their downfall would be their inability to integrate with other races. Vasconcelos attuned 

this to a common attitude among previous races that attained power. The action of being 

exclusive would limit their ability to transform mankind into a sustainable inclusive civilization. 

Therefore, choosing not to mix with other races would lead to an inevitable failure in mankind. 

 The cosmic race was one where people of all nations fused together, replacing the four 

races with the mixed blood of Black, Mongol, White, Jew, Arabic, Muslim and Hindu,
xv

 and all 

others that would come—this was already evident in the mestizo whose race was a combination 

of Spaniard, Black and Indian due to the Spanish Colonization. The Latin peoples were thus at 

the forefront of race mixing. According to Vasconcelos’ philosophy, the mestizo is of great 
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importance because he believed White America would build the last empire of a single race: 

White supremacy. As a result, Spanish America would emerge and be responsible for ending the 

separation between human races, not as a single race but one of all races, making it the superior 

and final race. The mixing of races, therefore, would be inclusive of all people and result in a 

universal brotherhood. It is a race that would embrace and impose new laws on the world due to 

an understanding of people by those in America who would start the movement before any other 

country. This is what Vasconcelos considers the cosmic race, and the mestizo was at the heart of 

it.  

 The following three murals include the visual components of mestizaje by way of 

Vasconcelos’ philosophies: Orozco’s fresco, Cortés y la Malinche (1926) [Figure 4], in the 

National Preparatory School, depicts Cortés—the Spanish conquistador—and an indigenous 

woman named Malinche. She served as interpreter for Cortés during the Conquest, and bore him 

a child, the first mestizo. Both figures are seated and naked, she has dark skin, wide thighs, and 

braids in her hair. He is painted with a sculpted body and fair features. His left arm crosses over 

the body of his translator, which motions power over her.  Below them is the body of an 

indigenous man, face down, naked and possibly dead. The mural illustrates Spain’s dominance 

over the natives as the relationship between a Spaniard and Indian results in a mixed child. 

 Rivera’s, Mexico of Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow (1935) [Figure 5], which covers one 

of many stairwell’s at the National Palace in Mexico City, illustrates Pre-Columbian daily life, 

the Conquest, the Revolution, and current affairs of the time. Also included are detailed portraits 

of political and cultural figures, mestizos and campesinos, who are dressed in white. At the 

bottom center of the mural is a battle scene between conquistadors—dressed in metal armor who 

sit atop horses, fighting indigenous peoples who retaliate with spears. The mural narrates the 
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history of colonized peoples that includes both European and Indian perspectives. Rivera creates 

an image of Spaniards, Indians and Mestizos, which complicates the historical narrative.  

  Sueño de una Tarde Dominical en la Alameda Central (1947) [Figure 6], also by Rivera, 

is a union of the present moment and daydreams of Mexican civilians. Street vendors, presidents, 

conquistadors and death herself, La Catrina, embody themselves in the mural. Rivera illustrates 

himself as a child holding the right hand of La Catrina, while her left hand grips the hand of her 

creator and Rivera’s teacher, the artist José Guadalupe Posada. Rivera’s aunts, who are dressed 

in European fashion, are at his right, and at his left side is his wife, the artist Frida Kahlo, dressed 

in a modest red rebozo and holding a yin and yang symbol in her right hand. The mural presents 

a mix of European figures; like Maximiliano and Indian Benito Juárez—Mexico’s 26
th

 

president—alongside everyday people in Alameda Park.  

 La Cortina de Nopal discounts the mural movement for artistic freedom. In this essay, 

Cuevas enlists Juan—a young artist trying to find his own artistic voice in a Mexico invested in 

preserving muralism. Juan’s father works numerous handy-man jobs to cover-up his reality as a 

bribe-taking citizen, who Juan hopes to never emulate. Worried he might follow in his father’s 

footsteps, however, Juan enrolled in school. A model student, Juan worked hard, and received 

good grades for his artistic talent. Encouraged by his professor, he entered a drawing contest, 

winning top prize—an opportunity to attend art school. During his first year, Juan passed his 

classes seamlessly, gaining the respect of both his peers and teachers. Although Juan felt 

accomplished, his father demeaned his son’s education, calling it worthless. His father was 

among many, who, for thirty years, had accepted that art belonged on the walls of public 

buildings, expressing the social and politicization of Mexico. The hypocrisy Juan had to endure 
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was that his father, like many citizens, never took the time to visit and appreciate the public 

murals that had supposedly been painted for the people.  

 Art school taught Juan the traditional style of muralism. The artistic traits included 

simplified figures with large hands, feet, and subject matter of mother and child scenes. Other 

themes included Indian women selling flowers, which were appealing to the Mexican worker or 

peasant. Juan was eager to paint something more than workers, however, he had no access to art 

books from other countries, both at the university and public library, only books declaring 

nationalist pride. Due to this limitation, Juan was unable to learn what international artists were 

doing. When he showed interest in learning about European artists, Juan was met by peers who 

bolstered over the greatness of Mexican muralism and the Mexican race as a superior race over 

any other.
xvi

  

 Juan did not let the thoughts of others hold him back from his research. One day he found 

himself in a bookstore on the Alameda that carried art magazines with images of paintings; 

different from anything he had seen before. Although he did not understand the styles or 

narratives, he was intrigued with his new discovery. “So there are artists in other countries too, 

not just here in Mexico,” he said to himself. 
xvii

 After numerous visits to the bookstore and 

exposure to the art inside these magazines, Juan realized he no longer wanted to paint in the 

traditional style taught at school, but rather he wanted to explore new options as a contemporary 

Mexican artist. Faced with the reality that he needed to make money to live, Juan’s only skill at 

that point was his training in painting. Fearing to become like his bribe-taking father, Juan went 

for an interview at the Plástica Nacional, where he was confronted with the reality that his new 

paintings were unappreciated by the committee. In order to please the board, Juan lied and said 
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that the unfavorable paintings belonged to a friend who had mistakenly placed them in his 

portfolio.  

 Soon after fooling the board Juan joined a national association for an opportunity at 

guaranteed work, but the association was invested in painting murals in the same style as thirty 

years back. In order to secure his place in the association, Juan took many commissions and 

conformed to paint in the traditional style of muralism, including the massive figures and native 

themes. He was also required to paint kitsch paintings that would be sold as souvenirs to tourists 

looking to take home a piece of Mexico. Juan’s progress as an artist was desisted as he was 

forced to paint in the manner of the Mexican School in order to receive pay. However, painting 

murals was not enough. Juan regularly had to demonstrate his patriotism in public often 

denouncing the art of the School of Paris to peers. In the end, Juan gave into muralism and gave 

up on the possibility of painting in an international style, thus being restrained by la cortina de 

nopal. Although Juan is a fictional character, he is based on the young people Cuevas believed 

remained passive and eager to please. Juan, therefore, is a character who has conformed to 

mediocrity and who Cuevas wishes to never emulate.   

 By 1968, young Mexican artists traveled to Europe and America, studied international 

artists, and reevaluated their role as Mexican painters. They had explored the politics promoted 

in the writings of Octavio Paz, turned to psychology and art movements dedicated to abstraction 

in its geometric and lyrical aspects.
xviii

 The growth of private galleries provided them with spaces 

for exhibitions and dialogues, where they opposed the older generation. In reflecting on his use 

of non-figural painting, Fernando García Ponce recalled:  
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“Abstraction allowed me to position myself against the established 

order. I find myself more and more determined to eliminate the 

figurative, more comfortable in expressing all kinds of ideas, 

feelings, sensations, emotions, memories, and even in protesting a 

situation with which I disagree.” 
xix

 

 

  La Cortina de Nopal makes aware that by 1958 the opposition between social realism and 

Abstract Expressionism was taking hold of young artists and proving to be an ideological 

challenge for The Mexican School. Cuevas, like many others, thought that culture should not be 

detained by nationalism. The need to protest against a dormant muralist style was in order to 

move an artistic tradition forward. According to art historian Shifra Goldman, there was a strong 

temptation for younger artists to prove themselves in the style of muralism.
xx

 Many wanted to 

address the political agendas occurring at the time, in particular leading up to the 1968 Student 

massacre. For these artists, society had changed and they had entered a post-muralist state. 

However, the state’s inability to move forward proved to be challenging. Artists depended on 

state art institutions that provided proper funding and commissions. However, they confined 

many young artists who wanted to escape the style of muralism, which had become an unlikely 

task.   
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The Osaka commission  

 In 1965, when the Bureau International des Expositions awarded Osaka, Japan a 

universal exhibition, Asia was determined to triumph. Between mid-March to mid-September 

1970, Expo’70 was estimated to push 64 million people through the gates. After repeated 

attempts to host a World’s Fair, the Expo was the first fair held in Asia. The nations that took 

part, including Mexico, were also eager to match the host country’s innovative spirit by 

showcasing their culture, latest technology, and architecture. For most organizers, an exhibition 

indicated that a civilization was advancing in some known direction.  

 Expo’70 gave the Mexican government an opportunity to demonstrate a stable image 

after social and political crises; like the student massacre of 1968. The Mexican government 

hired Fernando Gamboa, the director of the visual arts at the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes. 

He was a well-known curator to Expo organizers for his curatorial work at the Brussels World’s 

Fair of 1958 and the New York Expo of 1964. The Mexico Pavilion at Expo’70, therefore, was 

expected to follow in the presentational style Gamboa was known for. Art critic and curator 

Olivier Debroise called Gamboa’s curatorial style spectacular museography. His method 

included spaces that used dramatic lighting that verged on theatrics. The arrangement of objects 

was based with the intentions that they glorify ancient Mexico. Furthermore, Gamboa’s exhibits 

were criticized for securing the curators place in the art world over the objects sociopolitical 

value.
xxi

  

 Under the guidance of Gamboa, eleven artists were commissioned to paint large canvases 

for inside the Mexico Pavilion. Gamboa orchestrated the painters to work side by side in a 

mockup studio that emulated the layout of the Mexico Pavilion. For three weeks in 1969, each 
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artist painted on large canvases measuring 19 x 20ft on the theme of the fair—“Benefits of 

Progress.” The finished paintings were to be hung inside the Mexico Pavilion as a collective 400 

ft. mural. The painters worked systematically, conscious of how their painting would be on 

display both collectively and individually. It is uncertain if the finished paintings made the trip to 

Osaka, as documentation regarding the pavilion is scarce.   

 According to Lozano, no scholar to date has attempted a comprehensive 

overview/analysis of each painting. I offer a formal analysis for each commissioned painting by 

addressing the abstract and figural forms, which reflect the paintings’ titles. In alphabetical order 

the analysis begins with Gilberto Aceves Navarro’s Biafra [Figure 7] an acrylic painting on 

canvas measuring 500 x 740 cm. which is a discussion on the civil war in Africa during the 

1970s. Dominated by the colors; red, pink, black and yellow, the mid-upper half of the painting 

is divided into three large squares. When looking left to right, the first and the last squares are 

painted in gray, bearing a resemblance to concrete walls. The largest of the three squares 

dominates the painting’s center with its black and murky reds. Located in the black area are two 

trapezoidal-geometric shapes in red, black, and blue, in addition to three black vertical lines, 

which resemble poles or crosses. Hanging from the tops of the poles are shapes reminiscent of 

human bodies, suggesting a crucifixion. A pastiche of yellow, pink, red and black paint, which 

comes together like a bonfire, is illustrated directly below the victims and runs vertically over the 

middle of the painting. Acting as a thread throughout the canvas, vibrant and contrasting, black, 

white and pink lines run horizontally and vertically along the bonfire and across the painting. 

Painted with loose brush strokes, similar to the pigmentation above, the bottom portion of the 

canvas illustrates groups of abstract human figures which cover the canvas from left to right, as 

one would see in either a procession or march. The figures are gender neutral, painted black and 
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with small heads atop long thin necks. When viewing the painting in its entirety, these figures 

attract the eye to the bottom of the canvas. Considering the title, Biafra, we can then come to 

understand the figures as casualties of the Nigerian Civil War (1967-1970). Although the middle 

of Biafra controls the viewer’s gaze, pink and black lines move horizontally, left to right, 

dragging the eyes across the painting, ending in a geometric pool of rectangles and perpendicular 

lines. The war driven narrative illuminating the suffering of casualties suggests Aceves Navarro 

was commenting on the 1968 student massacre that witnessed hundreds of dead protesters at the 

hand of the Mexican government.  

 Lilia Carrillo’s Ciudad Desbordada, Contaminación del Aire, [Figure 8] is an acrylic 

painting on canvas measuring 640 x 500 cm. Depicted in the center, and upper left portion of the 

painting, muted brown, green and white paint dominates the overall composition of the painting, 

while yellow, green and white are mixed together. Although these colors are combined to eschew 

some of the stark white in which it contrasts, the yellow and white paint have been heavily 

applied, causing the paint to blend—producing a textured surface. The application of brown 

pigment also built up texture throughout the canvas. Spanning horizontally across the bottom 

portion of the painting are various abstract shapes—which can be interpreted on a viewer by 

viewer basis—painted in green and black, some of which resemble human faces with their eyes 

wide open. Throughout the composition, small drawings of random objects and pieces of 

newspaper and cloth have been collaged onto the paining, emphasizing a textured surface. The 

faint outlines of objects, undermined by the suppressing white and gray colors, make Carrillo’s 

mural difficult to interpret. However, the title suggests, the painting is meant to depict polluted 

air in an overwhelming crowded city.  
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 Arnaldo Coen’s Desequilbrio de Potencias O El Hombre Ante el Espejo de la Violencia 

[Figure 9] is an acrylic painting on canvas measuring 508 x 688 cm. The painting adopts aspects 

of Abstract Expressionism and Pop Art, exemplified by geometric shapes that are situated among 

lines and colors. The top portion is painted in a shimmery—almost mirror like—gray, with 

yellow, black and red wavy lines running horizontally across the canvas. In the center, Coen used 

a technique that distressed the canvas into blotches of distinct and indistinct colors, such as blue, 

pink, yellow, black, and white, which peer through a barrage of whites and grays. Beneath the 

ravaging of the white, gray and colorful surface of the painting, Coen includes electrical wire 

like lines, which resemble the veins of a human body; suggesting perhaps, we are all the same 

beneath the surface. Similar to Aceves Navarro’s painting; Coen also divides his painting in half. 

At the bottom portion of the painting, from left to right, are four separate squares varying in size 

and inside are various geometric and abstract objects. Analyzing these four squares 

independently, the first and largest square (furthest left when looking at painting), a black 

mushroom cloud rises to the top of the square’s gray frame, expanding out toward the edges. 

Fused within the black smoke are a series of thin lines in multiple colors, with a black wavy line 

dividing the smoke shape in two which, according to Gloria Hernández Jiménez, is a reference to 

the atomic bomb. Inside the next square that is outlined in red paint is an abstract female torso 

painted in purple, with a blue, orange, pink and green mod target painted on her chest, and a gray 

triangle outlined in white, representative of her private parts. The third square is conjoined to the 

second, and outlined by the same red paint; however, what is painted inside does not depict form. 

Inside the initial outline is a smaller gray square that is outlined with red paint and two red lines 

at the top and bottom, frame the overall abstraction. Flecks of red paint, which resemble blood 

and stab wounds, are scattered all over the square, including inside the inner red outline and 
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outside of it. Whereas the wavy black line connects the first three squares together, the final 

square, which is located to the far right of the composition, lacks this inclusivity. Inside, the box 

is painted with gold, red, and white vertical stripes, which also decorate the outer portion, while 

two differentiated pentagonal shapes are in-between the stripes. A pink obelisk shape points to 

the innards of a smaller, but similar form. The other object is painted blue, with a white circular 

outline that encompasses a pink circle; perhaps resembling the male counterpart. The title 

suggests an imbalance in power over the human body.   

 Francisco Corzas’ Incomunicación I [Figure 10] is an acrylic painting on canvas 

measuring 327 x 440 cm. Unconventional in comparison to the other commissioned paintings, 

the size of the painting is not squared but trapezium in shape, giving the right side of the canvas 

harsh edges. The overall color palette consists of dark reds, blacks, blues and oranges. Unlike the 

other paintings in this commission, Corza includes easy to identify forms. Two men, one seated 

atop a bull and the other standing next to the bull, look out toward the viewer. With the sky 

looming high above them, the men stand outside in a desolated setting which makes their 

whereabouts uncertain. The bull, painted black and white, contrasts the dark red and bright 

orange capes hanging from the men’s shoulders. The man that sits on top of the bull is loosely 

painted and wears a black hat, which could be mistaken for his hair. In his right, and only visible 

hand, is a cane, which he grasps tightly. Standing next to the bull, the second man also wears a 

hat that could be mistaken for hair blowing in the wind. Similarly, both men exhibit parallel 

facial features, which are loosely painted. Unlike the first man whose arm is exposed, the second 

man does not expose his arms or hands; his body is fully covered under his orange cape. 

Anthropomorphizing the animal, the manner in which the three figures are clustered together in 

the center of the painting makes them appear like one entity. Setting the barren scene behind 
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them, the painting is divided into two large horizontal sections that represent earth and sky. The 

title translates to out of communication which reflects the figures isolation both within the 

narrative but also as one of two paintings featuring a human figure among a group of abstract 

works.  

 Francisco Corzas’ Incomunicación II [Figure 11] is an acrylic painting on canvas, 

measuring 500 x 294 cm. The upper portion of the painting is a fading yellow sunset partitioned 

by a black streak. Similar to Incomunicación I, two materialized figures are at the center of the 

composition within the open space. Painted with loose brush strokes, a bull’s head located above 

and to the left of the human figure is mounted on a wooden pole. His horns fade into the dark 

band of the sunset, and where his body should be, a soiled white cloth hangs in its place. To the 

right of this creature, a man wears a red cloak over his shoulders, and sits on a black throne. He 

too is painted in loose brush strokes that make his face fade into the throne, difficult to identify 

any facial features. The white highlights on his face, however, accentuate the few facial features 

that make certain this is a human being, and not an animal. On the right of the seated figure is a 

second bullhead, which resembles similar characteristics of the first. However, the human figure 

appears to prop up the bullhead above a black ram, which integrates with the somber colors of 

the throne and soil. Only the two legs and hoofs of the ram serve to indicate that this third animal 

is unlike the other two. The similar solitary figure is featured from the first work but now one 

person is isolated among the company of animals.  

 Manuel Felguérez’s, La Tecnología Deshumanizada Victima Al Hombre [Figure 12] is an 

acrylic painting on canvas, measuring 517 x 495 cm. At the center of the composition are five 

horizontal silver and purple squares that appear to interact with one another. On top of these 

squares are random organic objects (triangle, circles, square) and the bodies of three decapitated 
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nude females. Assessing these squares from left to right, the upper left side depicts a red box 

with a female torso inside. Dissected just below her waist, is an integration of black, blue and red 

paint mimicking organs, which spill out of the torso. To the right of this square are geometric 

shapes in various sizes and colors that form a line into the center, where red, black and beige 

paints mix together, creating a web of abstraction. At the bottom left, a female torso painted in 

beige, white, and red tones, lies on her side suspended in space. Similar to the first torso, a rock 

or some abstract form with a pool of red paint atop rests below the torso’s waist, perhaps 

suggesting birth or death. The decapitated head of this torso intersects between a triangle and a 

gray line, which appears to connect these unrelated torsos. The final nude torso is located at the 

center-bottom right of the composition. Again, floating in space, the torso lies on its side; 

however, this time the torso does not illustrate anything below the waist. Threading the abstract 

forms and torso’s together, the red line at the bottom of the painting braces what lies above. The 

foundational black paint that fills the canvas, acts as a black hole, encircling, manipulating, and 

dissecting these abstract shapes and floating torsos. The title translates to dehumanized 

technology and man as victim, which may be a direct indication of a misfortunate accident 

between human and machine.  

 Fernando García Ponce’s Sin Título [Figure 13] is an acrylic painting on canvas, 

measuring 489 x 590 cm. A black backdrop supports large horizontal and vertical black, blue and 

white squares amidst a collage. On top of the horizontal gold band that appears from underneath 

is a white horizontal square that runs from left to right. Within this white square can be seen a 

red band that runs down the center of the composition, stopping at the middle of the canvas. 

According to García Ponce, the red line represents the atomic bomb, a parallel feature illustrated 

in Coen’s painting. Below the red band is a collage composition built up with multiple sized 
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paper squares painted in shades of gray, black, red and yellow that build up a textured surface. 

Framing the chaos is blue, black and gray paint, which subtly peers from beneath the layered 

surface. Perhaps the more incomprehensible painting of the group, Sin Título’s intricate layers 

are just as complex from a distance as from up-close. The title translates to no title, which gave 

García Ponce the ability to create and promote any message he desired.  

 Francisco Icaza’s Computadoras Represivas [Figure 14] is an acrylic painting on canvas, 

measuring 694 x 500 cm. A distressed golden wall, of grids, displays patches of discoloration, 

which accentuates the sections with white hues and dark grays. At the left, organic shapes in 

purple and black are interwoven into each other. Below this color entanglement is a secondary 

group of similar shapes in black, golds and grays that move across the bottom of the painting. In 

the center is an anthropomorphic figure made of organic shapes and electrical objects, painted in 

gold, black and red. At the top of the object is a red cube with an opening at the front, and a 

small human head with two small eyes looking out at the viewer. Below are organic shapes, 

morphed to look like a cracked open chest to two red and white lungs, beneath an open rib cage. 

A thin black and white checkered rope ties reds and blacks together. Above, where this rope 

ends, is a brown oval shape with a red opening, and inside the figures intestines are seen. The 

title of the work translates as repressive computers, which appears to situate the objects within 

the work, as computer wires are interwoven within the centralized figure who bares the square 

shapes of a computer monitor.  

  Brian Nissen’s El Consumidor Consumido: Alteración del Aire [Figure 15] is an acrylic 

painting on canvas, measuring 520 x 595 cm. Covered in green, white, black, gray and brown 

paint, a variety of objects which resemble small animals, human body parts, and organic shapes 

find their place within a cloud. Looking at the left of the canvas, an object which looks like a pair 
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of white scissors floats in mid-air, threatening to cut its ties; but from what? Below the scissors, 

black, white and gray paint mixes together to create an indistinguishable patch of murkiness. 

Directly below is a small face that belongs to a hybrid of animal and human sitting upside down 

with a white semi-circle, and to the right, squiggly lines surround a second animal/human. The 

creature resembles a bird with a long beak as the body lies horizontally. On the other side of the 

painting, particularly in the bottom right hand corner, various dentures and chattering teeth float 

in mid-air, apparently held in time and space with a hand. The hand is situated with its palm up; 

below it is the face of the animal/human creature. At the top right side of the painting, multiple 

animal/creature faces are loosely painted, defined primarily by their beady black eyes. 

Surrounded by clouds of smoke, the figures feverishly puff on cigarettes, as implicated by their 

red lit tips. The title translates to the consumed consumer: air change, which may imply the 

figures have abused their bodies through smoking cigarettes and breathing contaminated air.  

 Antonio Peyrí’s Ciencia y Tecnología, Promesa y Amenaza [Figure 16] is an acrylic 

painting on canvas; measuring 437 x 339 cm. Abstracted shapes are distributed throughout the 

center of this black, blue and white composition. At the top of the painting, from left to right, are 

three vertical rectangles in blue, white, and black paint. Placed on the blue and white rectangles, 

which cover a majority of the boxes, is a circle. To the left side of the circle is white and at the 

right is a combination of blue with a gray vertical line, which runs down the middle of the circle. 

Below the gray line is an arrangement of small organic clustered shapes that are supported by 

four horizontal stripes that look like wire, amplifying the notion of the computer. These shapes 

trickle down to the bottom of the canvas and continue to be represented, albeit the shapes are 

now larger. In the center of the composition an array of blues, grays, black and white shapes are 

clustered together resembling no particular object, other than an abstract composition of colors 
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and forms. Below these shapes are four white vertical boxes, and to their right, a black rectangle 

runs from the top to the bottom of the painting. Below, from left to right, a rectangle, square and 

other organic shapes compose a large unidentifiable form. A pink band appears to cut its way 

into the bottom of the painting, refraining from any relation to the above objects and colors. The 

style in which the shapes are painted and arranged resemble cutout paper pieces of a collage, 

however, the painting is acrylic, absent of any paper materials. When considering the entire 

canvas, these collage-like objects float on top of one another, diffusing transparency with reality.  

The title translates to science and technology: promise and threat, which reflects the dichotomy 

between new inventions supposed to help mankind but in most instances the opposite is true.  

 Vlady’s (Kibalchic Rusacov Vladimir), Hibridez Tecnológica [Figure 17] is an oil on 

canvas painting, measuring 500 x 735 cm. Bright colors, painted to look like liquid, are splashed 

onto a blue background. Pink, green, purple and orange paint cover the canvas, expanding from 

the center of the composition out onto the edges. At the top left of the painting, a large portion of 

pink, with shades of green, merge into the larger pink pool diluting the solid color. Directly 

below is an array of abstracted shapes and colors, including black and burgundy, and at the 

bottom right, green paint infuses with pinks and oranges. The lyrical painting style continues 

throughout the middle and bottom right of the composition where a toilet, found in western 

society, is contrasted on a blue background. Directly above the toilet, an array of various lines, 

shapes, and colors bleed into each other, curtailing their way into the toilet. The title translates to 

technological hybridization, which may imply something new is about to emerge from the 

destruction of the old.  

 Roger Von Gunter’s La Ecología del Planeta Destruido por la Explotación Irracional 

[Figure 18] is an acrylic painting on canvas, measuring 500 x 790 cm. An abyss of green engulfs 
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the composition. Ecological elements such as a butterfly and remnants of flowers are scattered 

throughout the canvas amidst bold colors and abstract forms. Starting at the left, mixed dark 

green and black paint has been used in a blotting technique which gives the overall canvas a 

blurry effect. At the top-center is a butterfly with one white and one blue wing. Directly below is 

a pink organic shape, caught between a cube at the right and a cylinder form at the bottom left. 

Both objects take up a majority of the space. According to Gloria Hernández Jiménez, the shapes 

are meant to resemble Roman army trucks, as their inclusion instills violence and reinforces the 

destruction of land. Extending from one of these shapes is a long gun barrel that points from the 

middle of the canvas to the top, suggesting, a painting does not define our surroundings. The title 

translates to the ecology of the planet destroyed by irrational exploitation; indicating that   

behind the natural camouflage of a strong exterior, the planet is rather vulnerable to man’s 

destructive force.  

With the exception of Corzas, each work exhibits an individual style and no two are the 

same. The variations in style suggest that the final mural would not appear as a cohesive unit but 

rather as separate paintings placed side by side. However, eight of the twelve paintings do 

demonstrate painterly elements that bind them together. If the twelve paintings were intended to 

be hung as a collective mural, as Jiménez has suggested, I persist that the paintings visually 

display some type of unification; sharing either color, line, or form. According to Jiménez’s 

layout, the two artists who worked side-by-side on the same wall exhibit specific attributes that 

connect their paintings. The studio layout was a mockup of how the final paintings would hang 

inside the Mexico Pavilion, which meant that these similarities were not coincidental.  

 Beginning clockwise in the studio, the right side of Felguérez’s La Tecnología 

Deshumanizada Victima Al Hombre, seams itself to the left of Nissen’s, El Consumidor 
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Consumido Alteración del Aire. Both paintings reflect on the suffering of the human body due to 

consequences of consumerism. Felguérez’s black and gray overall composition with geometric 

squares and decapitated female torsos contrast Nissen’s brown, green, and white paint which 

integrate with the morphed shapes and floating human teeth. Two silver circles and a bold red 

stripe connect the two paintings. Toward the bottom right in Felguérez painting is the half of one 

silver circle and red stripe; cutoff from its surrounding. Camouflaged within the green paint, 

Nissen’s half circle emerges from the bottom left edge of the canvas, as a small red stripe is 

spotted below [Figure 19].   

 Near the bottom right of Gilberto Aceves Navarro’s Biafra is a small square, vertically 

divided by two shades of yellow that is dominated by the overall canvas composed of pink 

geometric shapes, and black and white lines. The bottom left corner of Arnaldo Coen’s 

Desequilibrio de Potencias or El Hombre Ante el Espejo de la Violencia has an oddly placed 

yellow rectangle that seamlessly connects to Aceves Navarro’s Biafra. Analogous with Aceves 

Navarro, Coen’s canvas is methodical and colorful. Divided in two sections, the upper portion of 

Coen’s painting is mostly in red, yellow, and gray, while the bottom half includes organic shapes 

in various sizes [Figure 20].  

 García Ponce’s Sin Título and Vlady’s Hibridez Tecnológica are objectively different in 

style and color. Sin Título is a collaged composition of large squares, whereas, Hibridez 

Tecnológica is a loosely painted overall composition of blues, pinks, and purples. The right side 

of García Ponce’s painting is covered in a dark blue band that appears to connect with the left 

side of Vlady’s painting, which also has the same blue band. To further the argument, both blue 

bands have, at their center, a black rectangular shape. In Vlady’s abstract composition, the 

placement of the geometric shapes is out of place. Other than a western toilet, the painting is 
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void of identifiable symmetrical shapes. These two paintings are perhaps the most efficient 

examples of how these works relate when positioned together [Figure 21].   

The final paintings are more than a group of abstract works. The titles suggest the artists 

were addressing environmental, political, and technological issues. In this manner they are not so 

different from their predecessors who were also commenting on current issues of their time. 

However, the collection has a dark undertone that expresses a vision of humanity who is not 

benefiting from the technological and social progress. Instead, the painters have labeled their 

abstract works with titles that speak out against unjust wars, the death of innocent civilians and 

the consequences of mistreating the environment. The introduction of emerging technology at 

the start of a new decade might therefore not be as hopeful as it was believed to be. In retrospect, 

the collection of paintings may have been daunting for Gamboa and possibly the reason why 

they were not exhibited at Expo’70.  
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Conclusion  

 The Osaka commission produced an alternative meaning of muralism; questioning what 

artistic attributes constituted a Mexican mural in the 1970s. The articles in the literature review 

provide both the historical narrative of the commission, as well as raising questions which have 

undetermined answers. In her essay, Pilar García de Germenos sets the platform for a group of 

young artists who worked outside state funded exhibits and who developed a new artistic 

philosophy that exhibited the influence of international art movements. Her essay is significant 

because the participants in the Osaka commission were also members of the Salón 

Independiente, a group of artists seeking to break away from the traditional Mexican School. 

Luis-Martín Lozano’s essay, “Los Murales de Osaka,” raised numerous questions that aided the 

progress of this thesis. Perhaps the most helpful questions Lozano asks are: Why have the Osaka 

murals received almost no attention in the discourse of modern Mexican art and why are the 

murals not discussed outside the Osaka World’s Fair? In addition to these questions, Lozano also 

acknowledges the need for a formal analysis of each painting, which I have included in this 

paper. 

 “Los Murales de Osaka: Entre Ruptura e Integración,” by Gloria Hernández Jiménez, 

includes a studio schematic of where the paintings were made. The layout allowed me to 

compare the paintings’ current placement, which today hangs inside the Museo de Arte 

Abstracto Manuel Felguérez. According to Jiménez’s layout, the paintings’ could not be 

displayed more differently. At the Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, the paintings are 

displayed in a random room large enough to contain all twelve paintings, with two partitions in 

the center. Their current placement does not reflect Gamboa’s final intentions or Jiménez’s 

schematic. Using her plan as a reference I was able to mentally place the paintings in their proper 
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order, which allowed me to notice the visual components that connected eight (four pairs) of the 

twelve paintings. Jiménez also mentions that the murals never reached their final destination 

inside the Mexico Pavilion, a comment I could not verify with literary resources. However, this 

prompted me to ask associates at the Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez about this 

claim. They verified her statement, suggesting that the murals never made it to Osaka. 

 It is possible the artists chose to not have their final work displayed inside the pavilion. 

After all, they worked with the intent to paint their own point of view on matters that concerned 

them. It is also possible that specific project guidelines may have faltered. In fact, García Ponce 

explained that the red line in Sin Título was intended to represent the atomic bomb and was 

therefore not hung in Osaka do to “technical reasons.”
xxii

 García Ponce’s painting could have 

been the catalyst that provoked Gamboa to disregard the paintings all together, due to their 

explicit commentary on social and political warfare.  

  Vasconcelos’s La Raza Cósmica is included in this thesis for facilitating the traditional 

style of Mexican muralism. His ideas of mestizaje oversaw a generation of artists, including, 

Rivera, Orozco and Siqueiros to restore national identity based on his philosophies. In contrast, 

Cuevas’s La Cortina de Nopal is of particular importance because the artists in the Osaka 

commission worked with Cuevas on previous endeavors. They supported Cuevas’s opposing 

ideas to Vasconcelos’ stylistic ideologies, which they carried into the Expo commission.  

 Were Gamboa’s intentions to generate artworks by progressive young artists through aid 

of a stylistic tradition? Was Gamboa absorbed in conserving the style of Mexican muralism for 

the international audience attending the fair? According to Bruce Campbell, the Mexican School 

method of “muraling” operates by linking the artwork, the state, and the general public. Under 
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Campbell’s definition, the paintings for Expo’70 qualify as murals and demonstrate the ongoing 

evolution of Mexican muralism, which continues today.  
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Endnotes  

                                                           
i
 Bruce Campbell discusses this further in his book Mexican Muralism - A Critical History, p.264 and Olivier 

Debroise in The Age of Discrepancies: Art and Visual Culture in Mexico 1968-1997, p. 26. 
ii
 The Osaka Expo was the first Expo hosted in Asia and held between March 15

th
 - September 13

th
 1970. 

iii
 The eleven artists invited by Gamboa were: Lilia Carrillo, Arnaldo Coen, Francisco Corzas, Manuel Felguérez, 

Roger von Gunten, Francisco Icaza, Gilberto Aceves Navarro, Brian Nissen, Antonio Peyri, Fernando García Ponce, 

Vlady.  
iv
 This information was found in a footnote in The Age of Discrepancies: Art and Visual Culture in Mexico 1968-

1997.  
v
 For further information look to La Era de la Discrepancia/ The Age of Discrepancies: Visual Culture in Mexico 

1968-1997 in “The Salón Independiente: A New Reading” by Pilar García de Germenos. P.53. This is where I first 

read large paintings being described as murals.  
vi
 The Mexico Olympics were held from October 12

th
 -27

th
 1968.  

vii
 Quote is part of a longer statement and can be found on p. 50 in The Age of Discrepancies: Art and Visual Culture 

in Mexico 1968-1997.  
viii

 Ibid., 50. 
ix

 Ibid., 50.  
x
Translation is my own. Original quote can be found in “Los Murales de Osaka” inside the Museo de Arte Abstracto 

Manuel Felguérez catalog, by Luis-Martín Lozano. P. 7.  
xi

 Full translation reads: “A la manera del sitio arqueológico de Bonampak.” P. 162 in “Los Murales de Osaka: Entre 

Ruptura e Integración,”  by Gloria Hernández Jiménez. 
xii

 Ibid., 163.  
xiii

 Ibid.,165.    
xiv

For a further discussion look to Bruce Campbell’s Mexican Muralism - A Critical History, p. 264. 
xv

 For details on specific characteristics of each race look to p. 19 in The Mexico Reader. 
xvi

 This belief resonates with Vasconcelos, La Raza Cósmica. Quote can be found on p.189 in Readings in Latin 

American Art.  
xvii

 Ibid., 189. I have added the entirety of this quote in order to demonstrate the seriousness and reality artists faced 

regarding a lack of international resources.  
xviii

 For more information look to Shifra Goldman, Dimensions of the Americas: Art and Social Change in Latin 

America and the United States, p.5.  
xix

 Direct quote is taken from p. 84 in Fernando García Ponce. 
xx

 Look to Shifra Goldman, Contemporary Mexican Painting in a Time of Change, p.22.  
xxi

 “Gamboa viewed Mexican art as an alternative to the cultural authority of Paris, and the nascent hegemony of 

abstract expressionism.” See Coffey, How a Revolutionary Art Became Official Culture: Murals, Museums, and the 

Mexican State, p.56.  
xxii

 Look to The Age of Discrepancies and Fernando García Ponce, p. 85.   
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FIGURES 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Model of the Mexico Pavilion at the 1970 Osaka World’s Fair. Photo courtesy of Museo de Arte                   

Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.  
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                           Figure 2. Janette Cynthia Ruiz, Layout of Osaka paintings at  

                           Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez. 2016. Zacatecas, Mexico. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Gloria Hernández Jiménez, Layout of paintings in Tulyehualco, Mexico.  
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Figure 4. José Clemente Orozco, Cortés y la Malinche, 1926. Fresco. National Preparatory School, Mexico City.  

 

 
Figure 5. Diego Rivera, Mexico of Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow,1935.Fresco.  The National Palace, Mexico 

City.  
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Figure 6. Diego Rivera, Sueño de una Tarde Dominical en la Alameda Central, 1947. Fresco. Museo Mural Diego 

Rivera, Mexico City. 

 

 

 

 

 

          

Figure 7. Gilberto Aceves Navarro, Biafra, 1969. Acrylic on canvas, 500 x 740cm. Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel 

Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.  
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Figure 8. Lilia Carrillo, La Ciudad Desbordada, Contaminación del Aire, 1969. Acrylic on Canvas, 640 x 500 cm. 

Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.    
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 Figure 9. Arnaldo Coen, Desequilibrio de Potencias or El Hombre Ante el Espejo de la Violencia,              

 1969. Acrylic on canvas, 508 x 688 cm. Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.  
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Figure 10. Francisco Corzas, Incomunicación 1, 1969. Acrylic on canvas, 327 x 440 cm. Museo de Arte Abstracto 

Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.  
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Figure11. Francisco Corzas, Incomunicación II, 1969. Acrylic on canvas, 500 x 294cm.  

Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.   
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Figure12. Manuel Felguérez, La Tecnología Deshumanizada Victima Al  Hombre,1969. Acrylic on canvas, 517x 

495cm. Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico. 
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Figure13. Fernando García Ponce, Sin Título, 1969.  Acrylic on canvas, 489 x 590cm.  Museo de Arte Abstracto 

Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico. 
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Figure 14. Francisco Icaza, Computadoras Represivas, 1969. Acrylic on canvas, 694 x 500cm. Museo de Arte 

Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico. 
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Figure 15. Brian Nissen, El Consumidor Consumido Alteración del Aire, 1969. Acrylic on canvas, 520 x 595 cm. 

Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico. 
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Figure 16. Antonio Peyrí, Ciencia y Tecnología, Promesa y Amenaza, 1969. Acrylic on canvas, 437 x 339 cm. 

Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico. 
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Figure 17. Vlady,  Hibridez  Tecnológica, 1969. Oil on canvas, 500 x 735 cm. Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel 

Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.  
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Figure 18. Roger Von Gunter, La Ecología Del Planeta Destruido Por La Explotación Irracional, 1969. Acrylic on 

canvas, 500 x 790 cm. Museo de Arte Abstracto Manuel Felguérez, Zacatecas, Mexico.  
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Figure 19. Left: Manuel Felguérez, La Tecnología Deshumanizada Victima Al Hombre. Right: Brian Nissen, El 

Consumidor Consumido Alteración Del Aire. 
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Figure 20. Left: Aceves Navarro, Biafra. Right: Arnaldo Coen, Desequilibrio De Potencias.  
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Figure 21. Left: Fernando García Ponce, Sin Título. Right: Vlady, Hibridez Tecnológica. 
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